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(Manufacturing) Ltd
Rydale House,
33 Long Lane,
Halesowen,
West Midlands,
B62 9LS
t: 0121 559 4211
f: 0121 559 3640
Celebrating
over 30 successful
www.rydalewindows.co.uk

years in business

At Rydale our focus has always been on offering
high quality products backed by market leading
customer service.
No other local company has the experience of our well
established team. As a manufacturer of windows and
doors rather than simply an installer we can control
the whole process from sales through to installation.
We’re so confident in the quality of our products
that we guarantee that nobody can break-in
through our windows or doors*.
Why not visit our showroom, conveniently
located just off Long Lane in Halesowen, where
you’ll be able to view our extensive range
of windows, doors and conservatories. In
addition you can also view our manufacturing
facility and find out what sets us apart from
our competitors.
Buying a house full of new windows or
a conservatory is a big commitment so
we believe it’s important you spend
time looking at the various options and
discussing them with our experienced
sales consultants. We don’t ask for
a deposit or stage payments, you
only pay when you’re completely
satisfied with the results.

* For full details
see page 23
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Service
At Rydale we understand that our reputation
rests in your hands. Only by offering the highest
levels of service at each stage can we be assured
of maintaining our unequalled local reputation
for customer service.
We employ our own sales consultants and
fitting teams which means we know they have
the skills, experience and commitment to our
customers that we expect. You’ll be kept fully
informed at every stage of the process and
remember we won’t ask for a penny in payment
until you’ve told us you’re completely satisfied
with our work.

The recommended company
Take a look at the examples of some of the
many thank you notes we receive from our
satisfied customers shown throughout this
brochure. These are all examples of the
hundreds of genuine letters that we receive
every year.
We understand that replacing your windows
or installing a conservatory is a major
investment that can’t be entered into lightly.
By choosing Rydale Windows you can have
confidence knowing that you’re choosing a
company recommended by hundreds of local
homeowners who’ve already experienced our
market leading levels of service.
3
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Save money by fitting
energy rated windows
•

At Rydale we fit A rated windows as standard

•

Fitting A rated windows can save over £250 off your
heating bill in the first year alone

•

Fitting A rated windows to your home is one of
most effective ways to save energy and reduce
CO2 emissions

•

A rated windows reduce heat loss by more
than 20%

•

Modern energy rated windows not only
reflect heat back into your home but will
also retain heat from solar gain

•

Non energy rated windows waste energy
equating to 0.7 tonnes of CO2 per year

en

e r g y s a v i ng
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Recycling PVC-U
windows with
Rydale

Did you know your old PVC-U
windows are 100% recyclable?
Currently too many window companies send
old windows direct to land fill. Rydale work
in partnership with a Midlands-based recycling
company who recycle your old PVC-U windows
into new PVC-U products.
Using cutting edge technology the waste PVC-U
is cleaned and reprocessed into material which
can be used to create a new generation of long
life PVC-U products.
PVC-U products have an expected useful life of
35 years and can be recycled up to 10 times, giving
a total useful life of 350 years, making PVC-U a truly
sustainable building material.

Your old PVC-U windows
are collected

Recycled at Midlands
recycling plant

Refined recycled
product is produced

Recycled material is used
to produce a range of
new PVC-U products

aware.org
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Windows

with style...
You would be right to assume that every
Rydale window is made exactly to order,
but do you realise how much choice
and versatility windows can offer?
With a complete range of sizes,
shapes, finishes and glass designs
the options are endless.
We provide a made to measure
service so if you need advice on
getting the right windows for
your home, ask us. Here are
just a few of the styles and
design options available.

“

…this is the second occasion I’ve used Rydale
Windows, the first being in June when you
carried out a bow conversion in our home.
I would like to take this opportunity to
congratulate you on the high standard of work
and professionalism we have experienced with
your company, from the initial sales contact
through to the surveys, installations and aftersales service.
I would have no hesitation in recomending
Rydale Windows to any family, friends or work
colleagues.

“

PJ Heathcock, Kingswinford (August 2008)
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DUMMY SASH

FRENCH CASEMENT

The use of a dummy sash means
this window retains a symmetrical
appearance despite the middle
window being fixed.

French casement windows
offer symmetrical sightlines
and versatility.

GLASS OPTIONS

DORMERS

ASTRAGAL BAR

Glass options create a focal point
for your windows.

Dormers give attic rooms and loft
conversions light and extra space.

Astragal bars give an authentic
Georgian bar effect to your window.

CURVED FRAMES

BAY

TOP HUNG

A wide variety of shaped frames
can be created including circular
or gothic style frames.

Bay windows provide extra
space for the interior and create
a feature.

Make a change from casement
windows with windows hinged
at the top.
7
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Doors

with elegance..
From the most decorative to the
simplest designs we provide a
complete range of entrance doors
that you can adapt to suit your
individual needs. Our doors are
available in a choice of wood
effect and foiled finishes to match
your windows to give a stylish
and co-ordinated finish.

“

…we would like to thank you for the work
carried out on 27th & 28th Jan, it’s superb!
The lads Steve and Nick did a wonderful
job, we’re thrilled to bits. Also my mum was
delighted with the bay windows you did for
her the same week, same lads, great job!
J Sabin, Sutton Coldfield (January 2011)

“
8
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You can specify a solid, part glazed or even fully glazed door
and then personalise it with our many optional features. These
include a wide choice of designs, from simple Georgian Bar or
classic lead to decorative coloured and beveled glass. We can also
design side panels to complement your door - so you will have a
grand entrance that will leave a lasting impression. All our doors
feature multi-point locks and require minimal maintenance.

9
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French & Patio Doors
French and Patio doors will really open up your home,
bathing it with air and light! They let more of the great
outdoors in but when closed they offer maximum
security to keep you safe and secure.

French Doors
With French doors you can make the most of
your space and maximise the opening to the
outside. Our patio doors are available in our full
range of finishes with the additional options of
side panels and patterned glass to provide a
stunning new look to any home.

10
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Patio Doors
Our sliding patio door incorporates the latest
technology to provide you with a secure,
durable, easy glide, easy access entrance. The
choice of finishes, combined with the option
of two, three or four pane doors, enables you
to tailor your finish to suit any size and style of
property. Patio doors are a flexible solution as
they can be used as either a room divider, a porch
entrance or to access a conservatory.

11
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Open up to the
great outdoors
A bi-folding door can open up possibilities in any home.
Sliding patio doors always leave you with a fixed panel but a
bi-folding door maximises the flow of light and fresh air into
your room. The Rydale bi-folding doors is available in a
wide range of door configurations, colours and finishes so
there’s a bi-folding door to suit every home.

Bi-folding options
Bi-folding doors used to be a by-word for heavy,
cumbersome doors that leaked and offered poor
levels of security. That’s now changed and the
Rydale bi-folding door provides high levels of
security and thermal performance as well as
being simple and effortless to operate.
Our bi-folding door has elegant slim profiles
and discreet hinges which make it one of the
best looking PVC-U solutions on the market.
The integral aluminium running track allows
you to specify a low fitting threshold if
necessary. With planned survey and
installation, this avoids the need for a
step on either side and further increases
the feeling that your indoor and
outdoor space is one.
A wide range of door configurations
can be accommodated with our
flexible system, all of which can
open in or out.

12
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Bi-folding options

Bi-folding
Bi-folding
Bi-folding
options
options
options
Bi-folding
options
Bi-folding
options

Your options
With such a wide variety of options available it can be confusing to know
where to start:
• First step is to consider the space you have to fill, that will dictate how many
panels your bi-folding door will incorporate
•

•

Now you need to decide on your preferred door configuration. Options
include opening in or out, sliding to the left or right or a combination of both
and whether you require a single leaf to open independently for quick access.

Decide what sort of threshold you prefer, a low threshold will be particularly
useful to the elderly or families with young children

• Your final decision is what colour option you prefer, we offer a wide range of wood
and coloured foil finishes to match with your existing windows as well as offering a
choice of hardware finishes

13
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Conservatories

that open up your home...
Add a conservatory and you add value to
your home.
Conservatories have a dramatic effect on
your home and quality of life. Not only
will a conservatory provide you with
more space and flexibility it will also add
value to your property.
There are a wide range of styles to
choose from all of which are shown
in our spacious showroom. It’s so
much easier to imagine your new
conservatory when you can see
all of the options available.

“

…we’re absolutely delighted with our new
conservatory.
The whole process has been entirely
problem free and the finished product is
even better than we had hoped for. The
fitters were extremely pleasant, very tidy
and could not have been more helpful.

J S Childs, Dudley (July 2002)

“

We have no hesitation in recommending
you to any other prospective customers.

14
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Maximise your room
A conservatory doesn’t have to
be a nondescript extra room filled
with a mix of old furniture.
It can be whatever you want it
to be. Make use of all that extra
space by making it a room that
can be used 365 days a year.

EDWARDiAN
Edwardian conservatories provide
classic style and maximum space.

LEAN TO

VICTORIAN

COMbiNATiON

Provides maximum space
at a relatively low cost.

This style provide an elegant and
traditional finish to any property.

Create a unique conservatory
by combining any of our designs.

15
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Orangeries &
Sun Rooms
For something truly special, why not choose an orangery
or a sun room? Today’s advanced technology means
modern orangeries and sun rooms blend perfectly
into existing architecture, while conserving heat
and reducing energy consumption.

Orangeries
Without the complexity of an extension, orangeries
provide all the benefits, with brickwork tailored to
your home’s style and the interior height creating a
feeling of grandeur, with maximum space to enjoy.
Add to that the fact that your new room can
come in any size, finish, style, shape or colour
you like and there’s every reason to consider
improving your home.

16
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Sun Rooms
With their rectangular format, sun rooms are
space-efficient, whether you opt for a modest,
low-cost extension or a large space that stretches
the length of your home. Due to the roof design,
they have great thermal properties and are perfect
all-year-round for playrooms, games rooms, studies
or offices. You can choose from our full range of
frame styles, glazing and decorative features.

17
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Fascias, Soffits
& Guttering
Roofline products are equally as
important as your windows and doors
in protecting your home from weather
damage and it can be a worthwhile
investment that saves you endless
time and money on repairs and
repainting. Our roofline products
are designed for lasting quality and
are available in a range of colours
to complement your home.

Fascias
Our low-maintenance
fascia boards add superb
weather-protection and
can be supplied in a colour
to complement your
windows and doors.

18
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Soffits
Usually the most visible roofline product, soffits keep the undersurface of your roofline looking neat and tidy as well as allowing
essential ventilation into the roof area.

Guttering
Responsible for collecting gallons of rainwater from your roof, our
high-quality guttering will protect your property from water damage
for years to come.
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Adding colour to
your home
PVC-U windows have come a long way since they were
introduced to the UK over 30 years ago.
Not only will your new modern energy efficient windows
save you time and money but with our Options range
of stylish finishes they can now greatly enhance the
appearance of your home.
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Options
The Options range includes 12 finishes all designed to meet
the needs of modern design conscious home owners. From
subtle whites and creams through to bold greys and warm
wood effects our range is sure to include something to enhance
any home. Choosing a foiled PVC-U window means you can
achieve the beautiful finish of a painted or varnished wooden
window but without the hassle.
The full range of Options finishes are guaranteed not to crack, peel
or fade and they maintain their authentic looks with virtually no
maintenance. You can even choose an Options finish on the outside
with white on the inside to provide a neutral base for your interiors.

Gale Grey

Barley Water

Chartwell
Green

Hazy Grey

Light Oak

Beck
Brown

Consider your

Siena PR

Rosewood

White

Irish Oak

Willow Green

Vanilla

with Rydale
21
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Guarantee and
security
Guarantee
We offer a 10 year insurance backed guarantee on
installations so you can be confident that in the unlikely
event of something going wrong with your windows,
doors or conservatory you’ll be fully covered.

Maintenance
PVC-U windows are low maintenance products
but they’re not maintenance free. Upon
installation you’ll be provided with a maintenance
leaflet detailing the simple tasks required to
keep your windows, door or conservatory
in prime condition.

22
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Security
At Rydale we take security very seriously.
All our doors and windows are fitted with high
security multi point locks.
Our multi point window locks exceed the
requirements of the british Standard bS7950 and
high security door lock has been tested to achieve the
performance requirements of PAS23 and PAS 24
as well as meeting the Police-approved Secured by
Design specification.

Security Guarantee
We’re so confident in the quality of our products and
the experience of our fitting teams that we offer a guarantee
that should your home be broken into through one of our
windows or doors then we will replace that product free
of charge.*
* This guarantee covers the products where access has been gained and not products
damaged during an attempted break in.
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© Rydale Windows - All information in this publication is provided for guidance only and is given in good
faith. As it is company policy to continually improve products, methods and materials, changes of specification
may be made from time to time without prior notice. This statement does not affect your statutory rights.
Photographs shown for illustration purposes only and may not be an exact representation.
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